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Abstract. We describe an empirical investigation into some of the layout criteria that may facilitate the comprehension of Euler diagrams. The three criteria
under investigation were: smoothness, zone area equality and edge closeness.
Subjects were asked to interpret diagrams that had good and bad levels of each
criterion. The goal of this research is an initial step into using empirical evidence to support decisions concerning the metrics used for automated layout of
Euler diagrams. Results for this investigation indicate that, within the parameters of the study, all three criteria are important for understanding Euler diagrams and we have a preliminary indication of the ordering of importance for
these criteria.

1 Introduction
Euler diagrams are becoming a widely used technique in visualization systems. They
have the ability to represent n-ary relationships, using containment and intersection in
a mathematically rigorous framework. As a result they represent richer concepts than
alternative visualization systems, such as graphs, which are restricted to binary relationships. The automatic layout of Euler diagrams has recently been investigated utilizing a multicriteria optimizing system [7]. However, the justification for the metrics
that were used was ad hoc and the method employed defining the relative weights
assigned to them was not rigorous. This paper starts the process of putting the use of
such criteria on a more scientific footing by describing an empirical investigation that
compares the effectiveness of metrics for laying out Euler diagrams.
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Fig. 1. An Euler diagram with countours: a, b and c; and zones: a b c ab bc

An Euler diagram is shown in Figure 1. The circular lines, called contours, intersect. The separate areas produced by the intersections are called zones. In this paper
we label the contours. The zones can be described by the contours in which they are
contained. In this paper we do not consider the outside zone not contained by any
contours.
It should be noted that these diagrams are often inaccurately called Venn diagrams.
In fact, Venn diagrams are a special case of Euler diagrams, where every possible
zone is present. The diagram in Figure 1 is not a Venn diagram because the zones ac
and abc are not present.
Euler diagrams are becoming of increasing use as a visualization technique. Recent
application areas include: constraint diagrams [8], software modelling [11], the visualization of networks [9], database visualization [5] and file system organization [3]. In
many of these applications the zones contain objects or graphs. When graphs are superimposed upon Euler diagrams, they can be seen as extended graph structures such as
higraphs or hypergraphs, and so the layout of Euler diagrams enhanced with graphs
can be applied to laying out these extended graph structures.
A challenging aspect of Euler diagram layout is embedding the diagram. Generating an embedding is not a fully solved problem. Flower and Howse [6] implement a
mechanism for embedding Euler diagrams under strong wellformedness conditions.
As the wellformedness conditions are relaxed, more diagrams can be drawn [4,12].
These embeddings are not typically aesthetically pleasing, and hence work has been
performed in improving the layout of embedded diagrams [7]. This work was extended to Euler diagrams enhanced with graphs [10].
The automated layout of any kind of diagram carries with it the problem of discerning the criteria for the layout that will most effectively allow the user to interpret the
diagram in the intended way. For example, with graphs, certain features such as line
crossing are known to have an inhibiting effect on comprehension and consequently
most algorithms will have metrics that allow them to reduce the number of crossings
as far as possible. However, the effect of other criteria and the possible interactions
between criteria in particular contexts is less well understood and in practice may be
based on cognitive theory and intuition on the part of the researchers and their colleagues. Studies that seek to validate (or otherwise) commonly used criteria by empirical investigation have been pioneered by Purchase [13,14]. These initial studies focused on graph theoretic questions concerning shortest paths in randomly drawn
graphs. In the first instance the authors were able to demonstrate that, under the conditions of the experiment, reducing edge crossings and edge bends was significant in
aiding understanding. In the context of social networks, where a primary purpose is
facilitating the detection of paths (connections), the preferred layouts seem to favour
symmetry and straight lines above the minimisation of line crossings [15].
The research question we address is to validate three criteria for improving the
comprehension of Euler diagrams and, if possible, to infer an ordering on these criteria. The investigation described here relates specifically to Euler diagrams but the
associations are abstract. It could be argued that with only abstract associations the
possibility of implicit associations from life experience coming into play is reduced.
The choice of criteria under investigation was directed by the metrics used by the
multicriteria optimizer of [7]. Several of these metrics were amalgamated into three

criteria that were visually discernible as good or bad, namely: Smoothness, Zone Area
Equality and Edge Closeness. The objective was to confirm, or otherwise, that these
criteria play a significant part in facilitating the comprehension of Euler diagrams. The
outcome of the investigation suggests that all three of these criteria, particularly
Smoothness and Edge Closeness have an important impact on comprehension. However it is apparent that as the diagrams become more complex, interactions between
these criteria come into play and further investigation is warranted.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the design of
the investigation; Section 3 details the results, and our interpretation of the data. Section 4 summarizes the paper and gives some further research directions.

2 Experimental Design
The study was designed to gauge the effect of certain layout criteria on the capacity of
users to interpret Euler diagrams correctly. To do this we tested the ability of subjects
to find the zones in Euler diagrams. The diagrams had good or bad levels in all combinations of three criteria.

2.1 The Criteria
The criteria we chose to investigate were based on our experience with automatically
laying out Euler diagrams. As the number of diagrams that need to be shown to subjects increases exponentially with the number of criteria, we limited the study to three
criteria. We chose the three that seemed most likely to facilitate comprehension.
Figure 2 gives some examples of the diagrams presented to the subjects. There
were three different logical diagrams: Euler.4.9, a four contour Euler diagram with 9
zones; Euler.4.7, a four contour Euler diagram with 7 zones; and Venn.3, the Venn
diagram with 3 contours.
The criteria we chose to use were: Smoothness, Zone Area Equality and Edge
Closeness. When describing the diagram variants, the convention we use is to take the
criteria in the order: Smoothness, Zone Area Equality and Edge Closeness, so that
bbb is bad for all the criteria, whereas, bgb is bad for Smoothness and Edge Closeness, but good for the middle criterion, Zone Area Equality.

Diagram Euler.4.9 variant bgg

Diagram Venn.3 variant gbg

Diagram Euler.4.7 variant ggb

Diagram Euler.4.9 variant bbb

Diagram Venn.3 variant ggg

Diagram Euler.4.7 variant bgb

Fig. 2. Some example diagrams

The criteria in detail are:
 Smoothness relates to the continuousness of the contour lines, smooth lines,
were rated good and jagged lines, bad. The diagram on the top left of Figure 2
has a bad smoothness rating, but is rated good for the other two criteria.
 Zone Area Equality relates to the relative sizes of the zone areas. An uneven
distribution, with some zones very large and some very small is rated bad, an
even distribution with all zones closer in size is good. The diagram on the top
right of Figure 2 has a bad Zone Area Equality rating, but is rated good in the
other two criteria.



Edge Closeness relates to the closeness of lines from different contours. Diagrams with lines close together for large sections are rated bad, diagrams with
lines always diverging are rated good. The diagram on the middle left of Figure 2 has a bad Edge Closeness rating, but is rated good in the other two criteria.

2.2 Generation of the Test Diagrams
The starting point for all of the diagrams was generated using the diagram layout
method described in [7] with the settings that had been assessed as the most effective.
The effectiveness of those settings was based on the visual perception of the researchers. The quality metrics for each diagram were recorded and then the diagram was
adjusted by hand in order to toggle one or two of the attributes from the initial good
measure to a bad one. The adjustments were also guided by re-measurement of the
diagram to ensure that the visual change was reflected by an appropriate change in the
metrics. Maintaining uniform zone areas whilst toggling the other two attributes of the
diagrams was not straightforward and the acceptable range of numeric values for both
the good and bad measures of zone area equality were uniformly wider than for the
other two criteria.

2.3 Software

Fig. 3. This is a screenshot of the software with diagram Euler.4.7, variant bbg. The zones in
this diagram are: a b c d ab bc bd

The study required software that could display an Euler diagram, take as input the
zones the subject thinks are present in the diagram, and output the results for all of the
diagrams at the end of the session. Figure 3 shows a screen shot of the system in oper-

ation. The check boxes on the right correspond to all possible zones for the given
contours. The subject then checks the boxes corresponding to the zones that he thinks
are present in the diagram. After clicking “OK” for a diagram, the diagram was removed and the timing was paused, allowing subjects to take a rest, if they wished. The
subject clicks the “Next” button to move on to the next test. After all the diagrams
were presented to the subject, the results were displayed in a scrolling window containingallthediagrams,thesubject’sanswerandthecorrect answer.
2.4 The Experimental Methodology
The study consists of subjects attempting to choose the correct zones for each of a
sequence of Euler diagrams. For the main study we had 3 different diagrams and 8
combinations of the three criteria: Smoothness, Zone Area Equality and Edge Closeness. This gives a total of 24 main diagrams, some of which are shown in Figure 2.
The subjects were given one of 24 randomized sequences of diagrams, this number is
coincidentally the same as the number of main diagrams. At the beginning of the session the subjects were asked to read through a handout explaining the requirements of
trials. This was accompanied by a verbal introduction to the material in the handout
and a demonstration of the task. The subjects were also given the opportunity to ask
questions. Before the main set of diagrams the subjects were given 8 training diagrams, each of which was immediately followed by feedback on their performance
and the correct solution. At the end of the session the subjects were given their results,
in the form of a screen display that showed them all the diagrams they had been tested
on, and an indication of how they performed on each. They were then asked to fill in a
questionnaire and given a debriefing document explaining the nature of the study.
We performed two pilot studies to check our methodology. The first was with six
postgraduate students in the Computing Laboratory. As in the main study, we paid the
students £5 for attending and a further £5 for a high score, in order to motivate their
performance. However, for the main tests an additional prize of £10 was awarded to
the subject who performed the best. The subjects were told that this prize would be
awarded to the subject with the most accurate result, using time as a tie break. The
first pilot went well with all but one student scoring highly, and all finishing within 45
minutes. We were concerned that subjects had become too familiar with the study
investigations, as the majority of them had also been used for previous pilot studies
[1,2]. Therefore we conducted another pilot study using contacts at the University of
Brighton, where we had eight subjects. Again, these subjects were in the main postgraduates, but also included two members of staff. This time two subjects experienced
real difficulties, with low numbers of correct solutions and taking well over an hour to
finish. Two subjects indicated in the questionnaire that the tests had a high difficulty
level. Consequently we reduced the number of main test diagrams to 24 from 32 by
removing the 8 variations of one diagram that the results of the pilot indicated were
the most difficult. Whilst we were at Brighton, we invited members of staff, experienced in empirical studies to observe the trials, and comment. They indicated general
satisfaction with the methodology; however they did suggest that we reduce the high
score threshold, so that more students in the main study would reach the threshold.

This would support the idea that the additional payment was simply an incentive to
take the tasks seriously as the purpose of the study is to evaluate the layout criteria not
the subjects.
The subjects for our main study were computing undergraduates. We used computing students both because they were the most accessible, and because they have some
knowledge of the domain; set theory, taught using similar diagrams, is part of the first
year of study.

3 Results
This section is in three parts, first, the data is summarised in a series of bar charts,
second the statistical results are presented, and finally an interpretation and discussion
of these outcomes is given.

3.1 Summary of the Data
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Fig. 4.

There were 49 subjects and figure 4 shows the very wide range of scores from as
little as 3 to the maximum 24. 5 subjects scored less than 12, but 11 subjects scored
the full 24. Figure 4 also displays the average time spent on each of the 24 trials by
each subject (ordered by successes and then by average time). 85% (42) of the subjects scored 17 or more and 77% of the subjects (38) scored 20 or more. The average
times for each subject over all of the 24 trials ranged between approximately 30 and
90 seconds. Note that over the high scores there is a wide range of average times whereas over the low scores there are relatively more high average times.

For each variant, Figure 5 displays the number of successes, and the average time
and standard deviation over i) all of the data and ii) just the successes. The lowest
number of successes occurs when Smoothness, Zone Area Equality and Edge Closeness are all bad, but the highest number is not when they are all good, although the
difference between the successes for ggg and both gbg and bgg is small. Note that
when Edge Closeness is the only attribute that is bad (ggb) the number of successes is
less than for both gbb and bbg, both with two criteria measured as bad.
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Figure 5 shows a roughly inverse relationship between the number of successes and
the average times for each variant. Note that for each variant the difference between
the average time and standard deviation for all trials and the average time and standard deviation for just successes are for the most part in the region of 1 second which
in terms of a human response that requires both cognition and a physical action is very
small. The exception is for variant ggb (5 seconds difference for both average and
standard deviation).
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Figures 6 and 7 display the successes and average times, respectively, for each variant of each of the 3 diagrams, Venn.3, Euler.4.7 and Euler.4.9. These figures are
ordered by the overall number of successes by variant in order to highlight any difference between performance over a particular diagram and performance overall. The
outcome for the individual diagrams is very close to that overall with two exceptions,
both for Euler.4.9. In this case variants ggb and bbb have effectively swapped places
as far as order is concerned although the actual difference in the number of scores is
small 32 - 30 = 2. However inspection of the incorrect solutions for Euler.4.9, variant
ggb, reveals that of the 18 incorrect solutions 8 were the same. This incorrect solution
could be valid for an interpretation of the diagram that allows contours to touch. The
occurrence highlights the fact that no mention was made explicitly in either the infor-

mation sheet or in the preamble that such an occurrence could not legitimately occur
in the presented Euler diagrams. The incorrect solutions for Euler.4.9, variant bbb
have no similar incidence of the same solutions.
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Fig. 8. Figure 8 displays the number of successes for each diagram

3.2 Statistical Analysis
The investigation was carried out with a randomised complete block design. Each of
the 24 different diagrams was presented to each subject allowing a within subject
design. The data is considered with respect to i) success or failure and ii) the time
taken for each task. tables 1 – 3 show which factors and interactions were significant
with their p-values (most are <0.01). The p-value is the probability that the null hypothesis: that the variation is random and that the factor has had no effect, is rejected
when it is true.
Success or failure
Success is modelled as 1 and failure as 0. Since the dependent variable is discrete with
only two possible values, the logistic regression model is used. All factors were taken
into account including the session and the possible interactions between the diagrams
and individual criteria and between the criteria themselves.
p-value
<0.001
0.002
0.004
0.028

Factors
Subject, Diagram, Smooth, Edge
Session
Smooth.Zone
Smooth.Edge

Table 1

Time taken
The distribution of the data over the time is slightly skewed, so the analysis is carried
out over ln(Time) allowing a normal distribution. An analysis of variance performed

over ln(Time) for all of the data returned similar significant effects to that over success
or failure, as shown in Table 2.
p-value
<0.001

Factors
Diagram, Smooth, Edge, Diagram.Smooth.Edge,
Diagram.Smooth.Zone

0.003
0.004

Zone
Diagram.Zone.Edge

Table 2

However, the times above include those for incorrect solutions. Although this data
is not inconsequential, there could be many reasons for incorrect solutions, apart from
having difficulty in understanding the diagram. For example, the subject may simply
misread the check-box label or be concerned that the trial is taking too long. Hence an
analysis was also conducted over the correct responses. An analysis of variance over
the time taken as ln(Time) for correct solutions returns the following effects:
p-value
<0.001

Factors
Diagram, Subject, Smooth, Edge, Zone,
Diagram.Smooth.Edge, Diagram.Smooth.Zone

0.010
0.028

Diagram.Zone.Edge
Diagram.Edge

Table 3

The means over correct responses and ln(Time) for Degree, Year of Study and
Gender do not indicate significant differences, but, of the 49 subjects, only 6 were
studying joint honours degrees, only 6 were female and the number of subjects over
the Years 1, 2, and 3 was 31, 17 and 1 respectively, so there is a lack of evidence with
regard to these parameters.

3.3 Our interpretation of the results and discussion
A primary concern when evaluating subject responses, especially with respect to understanding is that the subject should understand the tasks they have been set. A score
as low as 3 out of 24 (Figure 4) suggests that the subject did not understand the object
of the tasks. However, the predominance of scores of 20+ is an indicator that for the
most part the subjects understood the nature of the tasks they were set.
The data by variant and by diagram (figures 5, 6 and 7) serve to indicate that the
diagrams vary in complexity of understanding as expected and Figure 8 confirms the
trends in the previous 3 figures that indicate an ordering of complexity over the diagrams. Since the nature of the task is such that the whole diagram must be inspected in
order to find the solution, the ordering confirms that as the number of contours increase and the number of zones increases, identifying the zones becomes harder.

The indication of an effect by Diagram, seen in figures 5 through 8 is confirmed in
tables 1, 2 and 3. From Table 1 it appears that Smoothness and Edge Closeness are
more important than Zone Area Equality, but as the times are taken into account first
over all data and then over the correct solutions the importance of Zone Area Equality
becomes apparent. From all three statistical tests there is strong evidence to suggest
that all three factors under consideration are important both as independent factors and
as interactions with Diagram. It is interesting to note that the interaction between Diagram, Zone Area Equality and Edge Closeness is more apparent in the data over the
correct solutions.
Smooth/Zone/Edge
Overall Successes
Time
Venn.3 Successes
Time
Euler.4.7 Successes
Time
Euler.4.9 Successes
Time

gbg
138
31
48
20
45
37
45
38

bgb
108
79
43
50
34
92
31
105

ggb
118
53
43
41
45
51
30
75

bbg
131
45
45
31
44
40
42
68

Table 4

Closer inspection of Figures 5, 6 and 7 shows that when Smoothness and Edge
Closeness are both good, relative to the successes over all diagrams, the number of
successes for each diagram is almost the same, but the average time taken increases
with the complexity of the diagram; further, when both are bad, the number of successes decreases and the average time increases with the complexity of the diagram. A
similar, though not so pronounced trend can be seen with Smoothness and Zone Area.
The successes and times are shown in Table 4 for comparison. This may indicate that
as diagrams increase in complexity, the interactions between factors come into play.
The evidence here strongly suggests that all three of the chosen criteria affect the
understanding of Euler diagrams, most particularly Smoothness and Edge Closeness.
Closer inspection of the differences between the means for ln(Time) for correct solutions (success) allows an ordering on these criteria (ascending): Zone Area, Smoothness, Edge Closeness. However, given the evidence to suggest that interactions become more pronounced as the diagrams become more complex, it would not be sensible to predict a weighting between these criteria until further investigations have been
carried out.

4 Summary
This work is a preliminary step into using empirical evidence to support decisions
concerning the metrics that mandate automated layout of Euler diagrams. Our investigation shows there is strong evidence to support the three chosen factors as important
with regard to diagram layout.

It appears that the interactions between criteria become more pronounced as the diagrams become more complex, and in the light of this, further investigations could be
conducted. By reducing the number of tasks and increasing the complexity of the
diagrams it may be possible to qualify by degree the relationships between the various
criteria of diagram layout and specify more precisely which interactions are the most
important.
There is also a need for further work to expand the criteria investigated as other
factors such as contour size and line intersection angle could affect the understanding
of Euler diagrams. Another possible area of investigation relates to the notion that
some Euler diagrams cannot be drawn without triple points, contours sharing line
segments or contours taking figure of eight shapes, and it would be useful to discover
the implications of such features on user comprehension.
An important area of future work is in looking at the effectiveness of Euler diagrams in the context of application areas. This could include investigations examining
how users interact with Euler diagrams when attempting to complete real world tasks.
Many of the application areas rely on graph enhanced Euler diagrams, and so it would
be useful to initiate investigations into the comprehension of these structures.
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